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Brand Statement
Something great is always cooking in  
Molly’s Kitchen.

Traditional yet trend-forward comfort foods made with 
wholesome and real ingredients that Molly would surely 
approve and you will come to trust.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally 
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that 
showcase several items of that brand.
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Brand Voice
Using only real ingredients that are tasty, hearty and 
flavorful, Molly's Kitchen is always ready and eager to please 
her customers — all with a tinge of nostalgia and an eye for 
international cuisine. To tell that story, the tone is “sell with a 
smile” to make it appropriate and engaging. 3-4 descriptive 
sentences paint a picture of the dining experience each 
product creates. The “sell” is a description of product 
attributes. The “smile” is a slice-of-life statement that 
lightens the mood of the copy in an attempt to endear the 
brand or product to the customer.

BRAND VOICE
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Brand Mark

Molly’s Kitchen logo captures the charm and nostalgia of a time when recipes were lovingly 
handed down through generations. The roughened “typewriter” font further supports the 
homespun look.

BRAND MARK
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space & 
Minimum Size
Clean, white space and minimal layout elevate the 
perception of the quality of Molly's Kitchen brand. To 
maintain the integrity of this high-quality brand across all 
applications it is important to abide by the rules laid out in 
these guidelines, starting with the protected space and 
minimum size. Always respect the clear space around the 
logo; it should always measure at least half the diameter of 
the logo.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK

Incorrect Use  
of the Brand Mark

Do not change the color. Do not add a drop shadow. Do not rotate the logo.

Do not remove or change 
the graphics elements.

Do not scale 
disproportionately.

Do not skew.

Do not place on top of busy 
photography or background 
color.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Primary Color Palette
The traditional black and red palette offers the perfect 
palette for “hand-lettered” labels with a "homey" red 
gingham detail.

The Molly’s Kitchen red translates well across all color 
libraries, such as Pantone, CMYK, RGB, etc. Not too wine 
or pink in color, the red is bold, fresh and, most importantly, 
will support the line of products in Molly’s Kitchen in a 
warm and friendly manner.
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PANTONE 199 C

C: 0
M: 100
Y: 72
K: 0

R: 213
G: 0
B: 50

HTML: #D50032

Process Black

C: 0
M: 0
Y: 0
K: 100

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

HTML: #00000

Primary Color Palette

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface for Molly's Kitchen is Prestige Elite 
Standard Bold. Originally designed for the typewriter, the 
font was chosen for its “hand-labeled,” older-era look. 
Used for typeset headers and subheads, it is not intended 
for body copy. Use Gotham Condensed Book or Gotham 
Book for all body and support copy. 

The secondary typeface for Molly's Kitchen is Love Letter 
Typewriter Regular. Use where the design permits.

Cezanne should be reserved for accent copy and should  
never be used as body copy. Take care in legibility and 
scale when working with this script. Use where the design 
permits.

NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset using 
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Medium, and the body copy 
should be typeset using Chronicle Roman. 
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
Prestige Elite Standard Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Love Letter Typewriter Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Gotham Condensed Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Gotham Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Delicious food photography is a very important part of 
every brand when designing collateral and print. Molly’s 
Kitchen photography captures the comforts of the kitchen 
with warm lighting, kitchen details and open-accessible 
propping and styling. This food is naturally placed on a 
plate by thoughtful hands in perfect portions. Steaming hot 
bundles of traditional and trend-forward food convey a real 
and wholesome brand.

Use the gingham pattern where appropriate. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY

When selecting imagery or when planning a shoot, opt for 
high-quality photography with simple propping and 
ultimate appetite appeal.

Food should be photographed with bright, airy lighting  
and retouched to eliminate shadows and distracting 
imperfections.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel Applications
It’s important that voice and look apply to all mediums to tell 
a consistent and complete Molly's Kitchen story.

Molly's Kitchen marketing materials include:

•	 Websites. The US Foods® website contains information 
about the brand and features select images of  
Molly's Kitchen products.

•	 Sell Sheets. The two-sided handouts feature information 
about Molly's Kitchen products.

•	 Table Tents/Posters/Brochures. Promotional 
marketing materials help promote Molly's Kitchen 
products.

All applications must adhere to Molly's Kitchen brand 
guidelines as described in previous pages.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Table TentsSell Sheets

Static Clings

Using only real ingredients that are tasty, hearty 
and flavorful, Molly is always ready and eager to 
please her customers — all with a tinge of 
nostalgia and an eye for international cuisine.

Traditional yet trend-forward comfort foods made  
with real and wholesome ingredients

Product Inspiration 

Tapas are a wide variety of appetizers, or snacks, found in 
Spanish cuisine. Served using cold plates (with 
ingredients like mixed olives and cheese) or hot plates 
(such as the popular Spanish ham croquettes).

In Spain, tapas have evolved into a sophisticated dining 
experience. Patrons choose tapas (which are served using 
colored toothpicks) from the bar and combine them to 
make a full meal. At the end of the meal, the toothpicks 
are counted in order to total out the bill.

The trend has made its way across the pond and is a 
unique offering you can add to your menu. Our tapas-
inspired bites are made with all white meat chicken, 
creamy mozzarella and Monterey Jack cheese and 
smoked bacon. Then, they are glazed with apple jelly and 
hot sauce to finish with a sweet heat.

Product Attributes

•	 Made with white meat chicken, smoked bacon, 
mozzarella and Monterey Jack cheeses

•	 Glazed with apple jelly and hot sauce
•	 Individually skewered
•	 Hint of jalapeño

Benefits

•	 Oven bake only
•	 Bacon, melted cheese and spicy chicken –  

a winning combination

Uses

•	 Appetizer
•	 Small plate main course
•	 Salad topper
•	 Good for catering
•	 See usfoods.com/fallscoop for recipe ideas

Food Fact

In Spanish, “tapa” means to cover or lid, and many 
believe the first tapas were merely a hunk of bread that 
was placed over a glass to keep the flies away. 

A-Code Product Description Pack Size

8865487 Premium Bacon Wrapped Jalapeño Chicken 100 ct./.88 oz.

For more information about Molly’s Kitchen®  
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact  
your local US Foods representative.  09-2014 © 2014 US Foods

PREMIUM BACON WRAPPED  
JALAPEÑO CHICKEN 
Small plates are everywhere! Our Premium Bacon Wrapped Jalapeño Chicken 

combines the savory taste of creamy mozzarella and Monterey Jack cheese with 

caramelized bacon and a small kick of heat. These tapas-style appetizers are 

bringing a little taste of Barcelona into your kitchen.
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every 
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be 
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to 
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding 
packaging design.
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